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BERNHARD AMBERG AND W. R. SCOTT1

Abstract. This paper deals with several problems concerning

groups G = AB which are the product of two Abelian subgroups A

and B and gives partial solutions under suitable finiteness condi-

tions.

Notations.

cX = centralizer of the subgroup X of the group G,

nX = normalizer of X in G,

X o Y = set of all x o y = x~1y~1xy with x in X and y in Y,

XQ Y = X is a subgroup of Y,

XEY = X is a proper subgroup of G,

Xg = largest normal subgroup of G contained in X,

factor = epimorphic image of a subgroup,

FC-group = group in which every element has only finitely many

conjugates,

group with normalizer condition = group in which every proper

subgroup is different from its normalizer,

two subgroups A and B of G are locally conjugate if for every

finite subset X of A there exists an element g in G such that the

conjugates of elements in X under g are in B,

accessible subgroup = subgroup that may be connected with G by a

well-ordered ascending (normal) series.

Let the group G = AB¿¿1 be the product of two Abelian subgroups

A and B. We are interested in the following two properties:

(I) There exists a nontrivial normal subgroup of G contained in

A or P.

(II) There exists a proper normal subgroup of G containing A or B.

By a well-known result of Itô every such group G = AB with

Abelian subgroups A and B is metabelian, i.e., G" = 1. Itô also showed

that (I) and (II) hold if G is finite (see [3]). Cohn proved that (I)

holds if A and B are infinite cyclic (see [2]). But it still seems to be

unknown whether (I) or (II) holds if A and B satisfy the maximum
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condition, since a proof of this result in Schenkman [4] contains an

error (see Scott [5] or the review of [4]). Recently Sesekin showed in

[ó] that (I) holds if A or B satisfies the minimum condition.

In the following we give a few other results in this direction. For

example (I) holds if A or B is accessible or if G is an FC-group or an

epimorphic image of a linear torsion group (Theorem 2). Also condi-

tions are given under which (I) implies (II) (Proposition 3 and

Theorem 4). For example (II) holds if A or B satisfies the maximum

condition and the other the minimum condition or if A and B are

both cyclic. Finally it is shown that if one of the subgroups A and B

satisfies the minimum condition and the other is a direct product of

a group with minimum condition and a group with maximum condi-

tion, then G = AB is an extension of a minimax group by a minimax

group (Theorem 5).

The first lemma gives some information on groups that do not

satisfy (I). The main argument was already used in Schenkman [4].

Lemma 1. Let G = AB be the product of two Abelian subgroups A and

B and assume that there exists no nontrivial normal subgroup of G in A

or B. Then the following conditions must hold :

(a) AC\B=Ar\G'=Br\G' = l.
(b) A and B are not locally conjugate.

(c) A =tu4 and B=nB.

Proof. If A(~\B^\, then it is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G

contained in A or B. Thus AC\B = \. It has been shown by Itô in [3]

that also AC\G' = B(~\G' = 1. Thus (a) is proved.

Itô has shown that G is metabelian. If A and B were locally con-

jugate, then some conjugate of an element aj¿\ in A must be con-

tained in B. Thus a"'b is in B for some a' in A and some b in B. This

implies that a is in B which contradicts AC\B = 1.

Suppose next that ACnA, and let D=nAi~\G'. If D = \, then

xiA~G'nA/G' is Abelian. If D^i, then A o DQAÍ^G' = Í by (a), so
that AD is Abelian. In either case A QcA. If B* is the set of elements

of B centralizing A, cA =AB* and 1 ?±B* is a proper subgroup of B.

But then cB* = G, and B* is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G con-

tained in B. By this contradiction A =nA. In the same way it may be

shown that B=nB.

Theorem 2. Let the group G — AB^l be the product of two Abelian

subgroups A and B. Then there exists a nontrivial normal subgroup of

Gin A or B if at least one of the following conditions is satisfied :

(a) A or B is accessible in G.
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(b) G is an FC-group.

(c) G is an extension of a torsion group with normalizer condition by

a finite group.

(d) G is an epimorphic image of a linear torsion group.

Proof. If this theorem is not true, then the conditions of Lemma

1 must hold. By condition (c) of this lemma A =nA and B = nB must

be Carter subgroups of G. If A or B is accessible, then it is different

from its normalizer, so that (a) cannot hold. In the other three cases

Carter subgroups must be conjugate or at least locally conjugate,

which contradicts condition (b) of Lemma 1. The local conjugacy

of the Carter subgroups in a solvable FC-group has been shown by

Stonehewer [8, p. 159]. The conjugacy of the Carter subgroups in

a solvable extension of a torsion group with normalizer condition by

a finite group has been shown by Stonehewer [7, Theorem 2.5, p.

527]. The conjugacy of the Carter subgroups in an epimorphic

image of a solvable linear torsion group has been shown by Wehrfritz

[9, Theorem 4.1, p. 152].

The following proposition gives a condition under which a condi-

tion of type (I) implies a condition of type (II).

Proposition 3. If the group G = AB is the product of its subgroups

A 7eG and B^G with AC\B = 1, then there exists a proper normal sub-

group of G containing A or B if the following two properties are satisfied:

(1) B satisfies the maximum condition.

(2) If N is a normal subgroup of G and G/N=(AN/N)(BN/N)
where AN/Nt^I and BN/N^l, then there exists a nontrivial normal

subgroup of G/N contained in AN/N or BN/N.

Proof. There exist proper normal subgroups of G of the form XY

where X is a subgroup of A and F is a subgroup of B, and among

these there exists one AoB* where B* is maximal, since B satisfies

the maximum condition. If B*—B, then A0B*=A0B is the required

proper normal subgroup of G containing B. Thus we may assume that

B*dB. Application of the maximum principle yields the existence

of a subgroup A * of A maximal with the property that A *B* is normal

in G. Since AC\B = \, A*B*CAB = G. If A* = A, then A*B* is the
required proper normal subgroup of G containing A. Thus we may

assume that A*(ZA. It follows that

G/A*B* = (AB*/A*B*)(A*B/A*B*),

AB*/A*B* 5¿ 1,        A*B/A*B* ^ 1.

By (2) there exists a normal subgroup N of G containing A*B*
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properly such that N/A*B*¿¿\ is contained in AB*/A*B* or in

A*B/A*B*. If the former holds, then for A** = NC\A we have

A*B*EN = A**B*QAB*EAB=G and A*EA**^A, by which the
maximality of A* is contradicted. If the latter holds, then for

B** = Nf~\B we have A*B*EN = A*B**QA*BEAB = G and
B*EB**QB, a contradiction to the definition of B*. From this the

assertion follows.

Two Abelian subgroups A and B of a group are said to he finitely

connected if the following holds:

If A* is a subgroup of A and B* is a subgroup of B and A* and P*

are isomorphic, then ^4*^P* satisfies the minimum condition (see

Sesekin [6]).

Theorem 4. Let the group G = AB be the product of two Abelian sub-

groups At^G and B^G. Then there exists a proper normal subgroup of

G containing A or B if at least one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(a) A and B are finitely connected and one of them satisfies the maxi-

mum condition.

(b) A or B is accessible and one of them satisfies the maximum condi-

tion.

(c) G is an FC-group and A or B satisfies the maximum condition.

(d) A and B are cyclic.

Proof. Since AB is a group, AB = BA and we may assume

(1) B satisfies the maximum condition.

Let N he a normal subgroup of G. Then G/N=(AN/N)(BN/N)

and AN/N and BN/N are Abelian and BN/N satisfies the maximum

condition. It is easy to see that conditions (b), (c) and (d) are satis-

fied by G/N, AN/N and BN/N if they are satisfied by G, A and P.
Assume now that A and B are finitely connected. Then one of them

is a torsion group. Let A* he a subgroup of AN/N and B* be a sub-

group of BN/N, such that A* is isomorphic to B*. Since ^4*~P*

is a factor of A and B it is likewise a torsion group. But then, as an

Abelian torsion group with maximum condition P*~^4* is finite.

This shows that AN/N and BN/N are finitely connected. Thus the

following holds:

(2) If A and B satisfy one of the conditions (a), (b), (c) or (d), then

this condition is also satisfied by AN/N and BN/N.

Since G is the product of two Abelian subgroups A and P, AC\B is

normal in G. We are ready now to apply Proposition 3 to G/AC\B

= (A/Ar\B)(B/AC\B), (A/Ar\B)r\(B/Ar\B) = \. Clearly in all
cases B/AC\B satisfies the maximum condition. If (b) or (c) is

satisfied, then condition (2) of Proposition 3 follows from Theorem
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2. If (a) holds, then this condition follows from the theorem of Sesekin

in [ó]; and if (d) is valid it follows from Cohn's theorem if both the

Abelian factors are infinite cyclic and again from Sesekin's theorem

if one of them is finite cyclic. Application of Proposition 3 yields the

existence of a proper normal subgroup of G/AC\B containing A/AC\B

or B/ACsB. It is clear then that there exists also a proper normal

subgroup of G containing A or B.

Following R. Baer [l] an Abelian group G is called a minimax

group if it contains a normal subgroup N satisfying the maximum

condition such that G/N satisfies the minimum condition. If p is

any set of primes, then the minimax group G is a p-minimax group if

p contains each prime p such that G has an infinite ^-factor group.

A group G is a meta-p-minimax group if G' and G/G' are both Abelian

p-minimax groups.

Theorem 5. Let p be a set of primes. If the group G = AB is the

product of two Abelian subgroups A and B of which one is a p-group

with minimum condition and the other is the direct product of a group

with maximum condition and a p-group with minimum condition, then

G is a meta-p-minimax group.

Proof. Since AB = G = BA we may assume that the second factor

B is a p-group with minimum condition. If there exist groups G

satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem that are not meta-p-minimax

groups we look at those where the torsion-free rank of A is minimal.

Recall that any Abelian group X with minimum condition is the

direct product of finitely many groups Cp°° of Priifer's type for finitely

many primes p and a finite reduced part F. Let c(X) be the number of

factors of Priifer's type occurring in such a decomposition and let

f(X) be the order of F. If G = AB where A is the direct product of a

group with maximum condition and a p-group with minimum condi-

tion and B is a p-group with minimum condition, let r(G) be the sum

of c(tA),f(tA), c(B) and/(S), where iA denotes the torsion subgroup

of A. Among the groups with minimal torsion-free rank of the first

factor that contradict the theorem we choose one G = AB with mini-

mal r{G).

Let the subgroup 5 of G be an extension of a meta-p-minimax group

by a meta-p-minimax group. Then by R. Baer [l, p. 27, Folgerung

4.4*], 5 and all its factors are poly-p-minimax groups. By Itô's

theorem 5 is metabelian and since Abelian extensions of p-minimax

groups by p-minimax groups are by R. Baer [l, p. 6] p-minimax

groups, all Abelian factors of S are p-minimax groups. We have shown :

(1) If the subgroup S of G is an extension of a meta-p-minimax
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group by a meta-p-minimax group, then 5 is a meta-p-minimax group.

(2) A o = 1, and especially A i\B = 1.

By Sesekin's theorem there exist normal subgroups, not 1, of G

contained in B. Thus Ba9i\, and Bo satisfies the minimum condition

as a subgroup of B. If Bq were infinite, then r(G/Bg) <r(G), so that

G/Bq is a meta-p-minimax group. But then by (1) G is also a meta-p-

minimax group, a contradiction. Thus B a is finite. The following

holds:

(3) G/BG = (ABaK-B/Bo)    and    {B/B0)(aiB0) = Ï.

By Sesekin's theorem there exists a normal subgroup N of G such

that BoCNQABo. If A* = NC\A, then A*B0 = (NnA)Ba = N. By
(2) A* is not normal in G. Since N is an extension of the finite Abelian

p-group Bq by the p-minimax group A*Bo/Bq~A*, N is a meta-p-

minimax group by (1). If N contains elements of infinite order, then

G/N is a counterexample whose first factor AN/N has torsion-free

rank less than the torsion-free rank of the first factor A of G. By this

contradiction TV is a torsion group. If N were infinite, then r(G/N)

<r(G) and G/N would be a meta-p-minimax group by the minimality

of r(G). It follows that N must be finite. Then G/cN which is essen-

tially the group of automorphisms induced in TV by G is also finite.

But A*QN and CÍVCC4* and thus also cA* has finite index in G. If

B* is the set of elements of B centralizing A*, then B* is a sub-

group and cA*=AB*. Since A* is not normal in G by (2), the index

\AB:cA*\=\AB:AB*\=\B:B*\ is positive. But then r{AB*)
<r{AB)=r(G), so that AB* is a meta-p-minimax group. Since the

index of AB* in G is finite, AB* possesses only finitely many con-

jugates in G and by the theorem of Poincaré G/ABg is finite and

therefore a meta-p-minimax group. But then by (1) G is a meta-p-

minimax group, so that by this contradiction the theorem is proved.

Corollary 6. Let G = AB be the product of two Abelian subgroups A

andB.

(a) // one of A and B satisfies the minimum condition and the other is

the direct product of a group with minimum condition and a group with

maximum condition, then Gis a metaminimax group.

(b) If p is a set of primes and A and B are p-groups with minimum

condition, then Gis a p-group with minimum condition.

Proof, (a) follows at once from Theorem 5 if p is the set of all

primes. If A and B are p-groups with minimum condition, then by

Theorem 5 G is a meta-p-minimax group. Since A and B are torsion

groups, it is an easy consequence of Sesekin's theorem that also G is a
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torsion group. By R. Baer [l, p. 7, Folgerung 2.2], G contains an

Abelian normal p-subgroup N with finite G/N. Then G/N= (AN/N)

• (BN/N) is the product of two finite p-subgroups and therefore a p-

group. It follows that G is a p-group with minimum condition.
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